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1. In a meeting concerning this entity, Kevin Maxwell claimed that one of his company’s
own cartridges was a fake. A group named ELORG was formed to handle and assign this
entity, for which designer Henk Rogers allegedly offered an unmatchable amount of money.
Robert Stein of Andromeda dubiously attempted to acquire this entity and, before properly
doing so, sold it to Spectrum HoloByte, the first U.S. company to claim to have it. A dispute
over Atari’s claim to this legal entity led to the recall and subsequent rarity of an NES game
released under the Tengen label. For 10 points, name this legal property that was returned in
1996 by the Russian government to Alexey Pajitnov.
ANSWER: the rights to Tetris (accept reasonable equivalents; prompt on partial answers)

2. Due to a possible mis-translation, a long-tongued toad who spawns Toados is named as a
member of this species. A common member of this species is often classified as a “Mad” or
“Business” type. A butler of this species questions a superior’s decision to hold a monkey
captive and later gives away the Mask of Scents. One creature partially named for these people
will stand completely upright when attacked. A mask resembling a member of this race is topped
with three leaves. Nuts are spat out by some members of, for 10 points, what arboreal race whose
name also describes a “great tree” in Ocarina of Time?
ANSWER: Deku [DEH-koo]

3. This character likens himself to a deck of cards by noting both he and the deck are
“frayed around the edges,” but that the deck has more suits. A ship piloted by this
character was named after an acquaintance who wears a hat that resembles a city’s skyline.
This man uses Sproutella gas to kill Hector LeMans, who scammed people out of a trip on a
train for people who lived good lives. As a punishment for an unknown sin, this love interest of
Meche is doomed to arrange travel packages for souls as an employee of the Department of
Death. A collapsible scythe is used by, for 10 points, what skeletal hero of Grim Fandango?
ANSWER: Manny Calavera (accept either or Manuel Calavera)

4. In a Game Boy Color game, this character opts to search for the Lost World alone after
being abandoned with a toddler. In a 2014 game, this character wields a weapon that fires
gumballs. One game partially named for this character features the jet-powered robot
KAOS, as well as the incredibly phallic looking Banana Birds. This character’s sister Tiny
wields a feather bow and can use a “saxophone slam.” Upon completing a level, this character
occasionally plays a brief electric guitar solo. A game titled for this character’s “Double
Trouble” introduced her young but large relative Kiddy. A pink beret is worn by, for 10 points,
what blond ponytailed girlfriend of Diddy Kong?
ANSWER: Dixie Kong
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5. One character in this game taunts the player with the pun-filled phrase “I'm really
smashing... even in grave situations!” Characters in this game buy upgrades from
Porkrind’s Emporium, which is operated by a one-eyed pig. A song about the protagonists
of this game describes how they “like to roll the dice,” a sort-of reference to its boss King
Dice. A blue slime named Goopy Le Grande is an early boss in this game, which also depicts a
group of vegetables called The Root Pack. This game’s title character wears white gloves and red
shorts, and has a feature with a straw-like protrusion. “Don’t Deal with the Devil” is the subtitle
of, for 10 points, what 2017 run-and-gun game with 1930s-style cartoon graphics?
ANSWER: Cuphead

6. A man most closely associated with this event appeared in an ad claiming Micro
Machines was “one of the most innovative games ever.” John Numbers won the second
iteration of this event, which occurred 25 years after the first. The activity central to this
event is programmed to last exactly 6 minutes and 21 seconds. Robert Whiteman and Thor
Aackerlund were among the initial winners of this event, which made use of a timer that could be
changed by dipswitches on a special cartridge. A magazine contest gave away 26 gold-colored
cartridges celebrating, for 10 points, what contest first held in 1990 that determined who was
best at a series of NES games?
ANSWER: Nintendo World Championship (accept NWC)

7. This game’s protagonist is briefly aided by Bert Whither, a TV reporter who delivers a
lengthy speech about, among other things, government corruption. The climax of this game
involves a fight with a giant mechanical version of the U.S. President, controlled by the
recently-killed president’s mind. It’s not Psychonauts, but this game did introduce a
protagonist voiced by Invader Zim star Richard Horvitz. The protagonist of this game is a Furon
who seeks DNA to aid in the cloning of his race, though he falters by mistakenly believing
Earth’s dominant species is cows. For 10 points, name this 2005 game about Crypto, an alien
who wants to end humanity.
ANSWER: Destroy All Humans!

8. Characters associated with this concept are central to the 2016 horror game Through the
Woods. The plot of Tomb Raider: Underworld involves Lara Croft encountering places and
items associated with this concept. Lenneth is the protagonist of a Tri-Ace RPG series
heavily inspired by this historical concept, which also inspired the setting of the action RPG Too
Human. In Smite, a character tied to this concept has numerous acorn-based attacks. In a major
change, the 2018 sequel to God of War will be based on this concept. For 10 points, name this
myth system depicted in Valkyrie Profile and Ragnarok Online.
ANSWER: Norse mythology (prompt on “mythology” or similar)
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9. This company’s first foray into video games included the Atari 2600 titles Survival Run
and Spitfire Attack, and they later published the Rare-developed NES games Time Lord and
Captain Skyhawk. This company developed the games Sea Duel and Star Trek: Phaser Strike
for the first handheld console to use swappable cartridges. That console was this company’s
Microvision. This company purchased Good Consumer Electronics and released a console with a
built-in screen, the Vectrex, though they are better known for a Ralph Baer-designed non-video
game with four colored buttons. For 10 points, name this developer behind Simon, as well as
board games like Candy Land.
ANSWER: Milton Bradley

10. A fighting game based on this series introduced Green, a fighter who looks infringingly
like Street Fighter’s Blanka. One game in this series features the Bizarran, a hybrid of a
snail and an ostrich, as a rideable mount. A non-explorer named Dora appears in this
series’s arcade exclusive Revenge of Death Adder. Death Adder also appears in a 2008 game
in this series whose title “Beast Rider” is the fire-wielding Tyrus Flare. Other characters in
this series include the dwarf Gilius Thunderhead and a profoundly muscular man in a loin cloth.
For 10 points, name this Sega fantasy hack-and-slash series titled for a legendary weapon.
ANSWER: Golden Axe

11. A “Weird Alien” doll that can be given to these creatures will occasionally move on its
own. In a 2011 game, a robotic one of these creatures can be bought from Mr. Recycle. A
record that plays Haydn’s Surprise Symphony will startle these creatures, who are the
subject of the first portable game to receive a perfect score from Famitsu. Pink and teal
versions of a certain console came with a game about these creatures subtitled “Best Friends.”
An assist trophy in the Smash Bros series has one of these creatures unhelpfully but playfully
cover much of the screen. A 2011 sequel paired cats with, for 10 points, what pets in a namesake
set of DS games?
ANSWER: Nintendogs (prompt on “dogs”)

12. Description acceptable. One character who previously hid knowledge of this thing notes
that “no one deserves execution.” This thing is very strongly implied when making fun of
Nemo’s name, as well as by Ajuur in a scene in which he dubs a character the “Mysterious
Stranger.” One character notes “Normally we don’t accept adults for training” when
discussing this fact. Bastilla [BAS-til-uh] asks “what greater weapon is there than to turn an
enemy to your cause?” in a cutscene in which this thing is revealed. For 10 points, identify this
insane plot twist concerning the identity of the player character of Knights of the Old Republic.
ANSWER: the player is Darth Revan (accept answers like you are Revan or you are the bad
guy in Knights of the Old Republic or similar; KotOR twist or similar before the end)
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13. One feature in this game called the Satellite Defense Platform can be taken over by
viruses to aid the game’s antagonists. This game’s overworld map, which evolves in real
time, indicates the amount of damage taken by the location in its lower left corner.
Characters introduced in this game include Miyu and Fay, who are a lynx and a dog,
respectively. Lead programmer Dylan Cuthbert decried the quality of an unofficial version of this
game, which depicts a direct attack on Corneria. The impending launch of the N64 led to the
cancellation of, for 10 points, what unreleased sequel surprisingly included on the SNES Classic
and starring a vulpine pilot?
ANSWER: Star Fox 2

14. The protagonist of the 2012 puzzle game McPixel has an unusual habit of distributing
this substance. In The Binding of Isaac, this substance appears in any room that Isaac
enters when he has half of a heart or less. Rock monsters and Fire Imps are both defeated
by this substance in Conker’s Bad Fur Day. In Team Fortress 2, the sniper can throw a mason
jar filled with this substance, which is central to the very first action the player takes in Duke
Nukem Forever. Chaos has a finishing move involving this type of substance in Primal Rage. In
the South Park FPS, snowballs can be amended with, for 10 points, what fluid?
ANSWER: urine (or pee or piss or whatever)

15. A glitch in this game allows the end of a level to be repeated by deliberately avoiding a
finish line. The ideal outcome of this game’s primary action requires hitting a target that
reads “Sun.” This game’s attract screen describes a rash of “mysterious vandalism.” The
control method used for the 1983 Star Wars arcade game was repurposed for this game’s
arcade release. Hard Way and Middle Road are two of the difficulty levels of this game, whose
game over screen claims that the title character “calls it quits.” The days of the week name levels
of, for 10 points, what game whose protagonist avoids cars and breakdancers on a delivery
route?
ANSWER: Paperboy

16. Space Battle 2 was among the first games to be released for this device by the developer
Babaroga, who also made the game Bees!!! for it. In November 2009, a full library of 3D
games were released for this device for free. Audiosurf: Tilt was also exclusive to this type of
device, and its first-party titles included the ‘Ferrari’ edition of Project Gotham Racing.
Homebrew development on this device was enabled by the OpenZDK platform. A special
version of this device included an exclusive episode of the machinima series Red vs. Blue and
was released alongside Halo 3. For 10 points, name this failed media device by Microsoft.
ANSWER: Zune (accept Zune HD)
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17. A character in this series, who is the 9,999th clone of a series’ protagonist, was
discontinued due to its near constant quotes and references to the film Akira. A group
known only as Those From The Past appears in this series and at one point employs Ash
Crimson. This series’ first antagonist, Rugal Bernstein, attempts to defeat, petrify, and collect
martial artists. This game’s characters are broken into “teams,” such as the “Psycho Soldier
Team,” “Ikari Team,” and several that have featured the obnoxiously large-breasted Mai
Shiranui. Characters from Fatal Fury and Art of Fighting appear in, for 10 points, what SNK
mashup series that claims to be the pinnacle of a certain genre?
ANSWER: The King of Fighters

18. In Borderlands 2, the Siren has a skill to aid allies in “Fight for Your Life” status whose
flavor text references this phrase. Marie, the antagonist of Skullgirls, will occasionally taunt
the player with this phrase. The original version of this phrase is accompanied by a slightly
longer text, which indicates a command by its speaker to rescue his daughter. Issues with the
audio processor of a certain console make the most commonly heard version of this phrase
amusingly makes its “R”s sound like “W”s. As this phrase is spoken by the orb-wielding Zeus, a
bolt of lightning strikes a headstone. For 10 points, give this phrase shouted at the resurrected
protagonist at the start of the game Altered Beast.
ANSWER: Rise from your grave! (accept Wise fwom your gwave! or similar)

19. The latest game in this series drew a formal complaint from the Bolivian government
about that country’s portrayal in the game. That game in this series was also the subject of
a 30-minute film starring the rapper T.I. An achievement for one game in this series
preposterously requires reaching #1 on its global multiplayer leaderboard. A free-to-play,
multiplayer-only, game in this series subtitled Phantoms was shut down at the end of 2016.
Desert Siege and Island Thunder are followups to the first game in this series, which focuses on
a fictional special forces unit. Advanced Warfighter and Wildlands are games in, for 10 points,
what tactical shooter under the Tom Clancy brand?
ANSWER: Tom Clancy’s Ghost Recon

20. This character becomes trapped on Nilam in an abysmal PS1 one game in which this
man “Saves the Earth.” The final mission pack for Saints Row IV depicts the Saints’ efforts
to rescue this man. The Maimtron 9000 is found to have been sent by this character in a
season 2 episode of Sam and Max. The boss Frost Gigas in Secret of Mana turns out to be this
figure, who gets revenge on the title creatures of an inexplicably popular 1998 PC game. In
ToeJam & Earl, this character will escape using a jetpack if approached too carelessly, but if
caught he’ll drop several presents. For 10 points, name this player character of Elf Bowling.
ANSWER: Santa Claus (accept equivalents to Santa Claus like Kris Kringle or whatever)


